ENTRY QUESTIONNAIRE FORM

Surname, Name (capitals) ________________________ EUI card Number _________________

1. Have you travelled internationally*, in the last 14 days?

Yes

No

2. Have you been in contact in the last 14 days with someone who has
tested positive for COVID-19 ?

Yes

No

3. Have you been imposed the sanitary surveillance (quarantine) by
Health Authorities or tested positive for COVID2019?

Yes

No

4. Are you currently suffering from any of the following symptoms?
Fever, Cough, Sore throat, Body pains / headache, Shortness of breath

Yes

No

DECLARATION I hereby declare to the best of my knowledge that the information disclosed is correct at the
time of completion. I further undertake to inform the REFS HSS Officer and EUI Medical Advisor, should I or
someone I have been in contact within the last 14 days be diagnosed with COVID-19, for the purposes of
registering my leave of absence and to facilitate contact tracing of other EUI members that were in contact
with me. Additionally, in these conditions I undertake also to inform the Italian health authorities accordingly.
I understand that in case of partial compliance to the aforementioned information, access to EUI may not
be granted.
I also understand that the EUI will process my personal data collected through this Covid19 self-declaration
form for the purposes of ensuring a proper monitoring of the safety of the EUI community during the Covid19 pandemic.
Date ____/_____/_______________
Signature

________________________

* With the exception of: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain and Sweden), Schengen
Members States (non-EU Countries that are Schengen Members States are: Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland), United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, Andorra, Principality of Monaco, Republic of San Marino and the Vatican City State

Data Protection Disclaimer: All personal data collected are internally processed only by designated EUI staff members
or agents and stored on servers, which abide by the EUI’s security rules and standards, and will be processed according
to the EUI Data Protection Policy (President Decision 10/2019). Complaints should be addressed to the Data Controller:
datacontrollerREFS@eui.eu and simultaneously to data_protection_officer@eui.eu

